Required Homeless and Harvey Crisis Coding Chart

**Crisis Code 5A**
This code identifies students who had to change LEAs either because their home campus was damaged or they had to move to another LEA because their home was impacted.

- **Non-homeless students**
  that enrolled at a different LEA due to Hurricane Harvey would receive a 5A Crisis Code.

- **Homeless students**
  that enrolled at a different LEA due to Hurricane Harvey would receive a 5A Crisis Code and TSDS PEIMS Homeless Indicator Code.

**Crisis Code 5B**
This code identifies students who had to change campuses either because their home campus was damaged or they had to move to another campus attendance zone within the same LEA because their home was impacted.

- **Non-homeless students**
  that enrolled at another campus at the same LEA due to Hurricane Harvey would receive a 5B Crisis Code.

- **Homeless students**
  that enrolled at another campus at the same LEA due to Hurricane Harvey would receive a 5B Crisis Code and TSDS PEIMS Homeless Indicator Code.

**Crisis Code 5C**
This code should be used to identify students who became homeless per the McKinney Vento definition by Hurricane Harvey, but have not had to change campuses.

- **Non-homeless students**
  This code does not apply.

- **Homeless students**
  The students who were identified as homeless due to Hurricane Harvey but were able to remain enrolled at their home campus during the 2017-2018 school year would receive both a 5C Crisis Code and TSDS PEIMS Homeless Indicator Code.

**Required Coding**
All homeless students must be reported in TSDS PEIMS in order for the agency to determine the total number of students who are homeless because of Hurricane Harvey.